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4-1/2 полный диапазон драйвера для фона / переднего плана музыки и клиента paging Озвучен для тональной согласованности с другими bose® freespace® ds компонентов Multi-tap трансформатор с удобным большим пальцем колесо для изменения настройки крана 70-вольтовые
краны на 2,5, 5, 10, 20, и 40 Вт 100-вольтовые краны на 5,10, 20 и 40 Вт 8-ohm обойти для использования со стандартным домашним стерео оборудованием Частота ответа: 80-17000 Гц (± 3db) Чувствительность: 87db Монтаж кронштейн с переменной шаг и рыскать включены 12-
13/16W х 6-5/5/116H x 6-15/16D Вес: 3,855 кг. Гарантия: 5 лет Общие драйверы на динамик : 1 Система Частота ответ : 80-17000 Максимальная SPL : 109 дБ Мощность Питания рейтинг : 40 Вт Пик Мощность рейтинг --- Ширина (дюймы) : 12-3/4 Высота (дюймы) : 6-1/4 Глубина (дюймы) :
9-1/4 Вес : 3 .855 Kg Что в коробке : Bose® Freespace® Ds 40se Owner Of The Hand Louder Wall-Mount Bracket P2 Phillips-Head Fastener 3Mm Pin-in-Hex Head Fastener Strain Aid Clamp 7mm Flat Screw Installation Guide 38716 Advertising Scroll to Page 2 of 36 Advertising Thanks for Your
Participation! Your assessment is very important to improve the work of artificial intelligence that shapes the content of this PROJECT OVERVIEW Not your clients deserve Bose®? Bose products - from headphones to home theater systems - have been a welcome bestseller for us for decades, so we're
excited to be able to extend the same experience to business owners. The FreeSpace® DS 40SE speaker has a full-length 4-1/2 driver and an innovative thumb transformer crane that allows powering multiple speakers with a single amplifier. Don't your customers deserve ®? Bose products - from
headphones to home theater systems - have been a welcome bestseller for us for decades, so we're excited to be able to extend the same experience to business owners. The FreeSpace® DS 40SE speaker has a full-length 4-1/2 driver and an innovative thumb transformer crane that allows powering
multiple speakers with a single amplifier. Create a customizable system to fill your entire restaurant, gym, office or similar business place with music and clear, sound ads. Set it exactly where you want it This weather-resistant speaker can be mounted on the wall horizontally or vertically with the bracket
included. Once you've chosen the perfect place to mount, you can dial in the coverage area with adjustable pitch and scour the settings. Bose offers additional wall, ceiling and pole-mounted brackets for more complex places, too. Part of the Bose Family of Bose Professional customizable sound solution
offers speakers, amplifiers, processors and accessories that are designed to work together. The lineup includes: a wide range of FreeSpace® speakers, subwoofers, and zones EdgeMax ceiling™ speakers for In the corners and near walls of rugged PowerShare amplifiers clear, reliable Panaray® full
range driver arrays universal ControlSpace® signal processors reliable MB subwoofers Our system designers can help you choose the right mix of products to customize a system that sounds amazing in your unique space. Once we have your information, we will send you a detailed system plan. It will
include a link to a pre-filled basket. The order is simple and the delivery is fast. READ LESS 4-1/2 full range driver for background/foreground music and customer pagingvoiced for tonal consistency with other Bose® FreeSpace® DS componentsmulti-tap transformer with a comfortable thumb wheel to
change the settings of the crane70-volt taps at 2.5, 5, 10, 20, and 40 watt100-volt cranes at 5.10, 20 and 40 watt8-ohm bypass for use with standard home stereo frequency reaction equipment: 80-17000 Hz (± 3dB)Sensitivity: 87DBmounting crown With variable step and yaw included12-13/16W 6-5/16H
x 6-15/16Dweight: 8.5 lbs.warranty: 5 Year 6This 60-Day Cash Protection GuaranteeMFR No 321279-0110 Common Drivers on Speaker 1 Woofer Size (Inches) N/A Tweeter Size (Inches) N/A System Frequency Response 80-17000 Maximum SPL 109 RB Power Processing Power Rating 40 Watt Peak
Power Rating --- Width Specifications (inches) 12-3/4 Height (inches) 6-1/4 Depth (inches) 9-1/4 Weight 8.5 pounds Review : Bose FreeSpace DS 40SE is a full,000-volt, surface-mount, 70/100 volt loudspeaker designed for foreground and background music, as well as speech playback in a wide range
of established apps such as restaurants, retail stores, worship houses, and more. The DS 40SE consists of one 4.5-inch full-frequency driver in a ported case that can be mounted on the surface vertically or horizontally, giving it a 125 x 125 coating pattern and a frequency response that descends to 70
Hz. 70/100 Volt: The DS 40SE is designed for 40 W RMS (160 peak) and can be used with both 70 and 100 volt systems and includes 8 bypass mode as well. The easily changing wheel of the thumb allows you to create the crane settings without having to remove the speaker from its attachment.
Access to the faucet dial is done by un-hooking one end of the front grill finish. Available: 70 V: 2.5 W, 5 W, 10 W, 20 W, and 40 W 100 V: 5 W, 10 W, 20 W, and 40 W Common Voicing: Common Voices Across the FreeSpace DS product line allows the DS 16, DS 40, and DS 100 speakers to be
integrated into the same system while maintaining consistent tonal quality. Editing: Bose offers a versatile installation system with the DS 40SE. The built-in rear mounting bracket can be rotated by 90, by removing four screws, allowing the speaker to be installed Or vertically. The mounting bracket allows
up to 45 tilt or rotation, depending on how the speaker is aligned, and the Bose logo can also be rotated according to the speaker speaker All wiring for the speaker is attached to the set-screw terminals inside the wall plate. One 4-pin cable connector on the speaker connects to the socket on the wall
plate, giving the speaker a clean look and allowing it to easily disconnect and reattached to the mountain. Two threaded attachments are designed to hold the speaker to the wall plate (only one is needed), one with a standard P2 Phillips head and one with a 3mm pin-in-hex head. This is a mount to
prevent falsifications that requires a specific tool to remove (sold separately). The M4 x 14mm connector is provided on the back of the speaker for an additional safety chain. Specifications: Frequency Response (3 dB): 80 Hz - 17 kHz Frequency range (-10 dB): 70 Hz - 19 kHz Rated variance: 125 H x
125 v Recommended high-pass filter: 70Hz pass high congestion protection: PTC/Resistor Power Handling: 40 W (Peak 160 W) Sensitivity: 87 dB SPL Maximum SPL: 103 dB SPL (109 dB SPL peak) Nominal momentum: 8 Transformer Cranes: 70 V: 2.5 W, 5 W, 10 W, 20 W, 40 W 100 B: 5 W, 10 W, 20
W, 40 W Driver: 4.5 Full Range Case: PC/ABS, Textured Grill: Powder-coated steel environment: Open behind IEC 529 IP55 Connectors: Three terminals set to screw on the mounting bracket. Takes 18 - 14 AWG Dimensions: Width - 12.750, Height - 6.250, Depth - 8.250 / 9.250 with bracket Weight: 8.5
pounds. ARTICLES Volume above 80 decibels can be harmful to hearing. When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, there may even be direct damage. The likelihood of hearing damage depends on the frequency and duration of the audition. Page 2A with a volume above 80 decibels can be harmful to
hearing. When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, there may even be direct damage. The likelihood of hearing damage depends on the frequency and duration of the audition. Page 3A with a volume above 80 decibels can be harmful to hearing. When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, there may even be
direct damage. The likelihood of hearing damage depends on the frequency and duration of the audition. The Bose FreeSpace DS 40SE loudspeaker ® ® high performance, surface-mounted loudspeaker designed for foreground and background music and speech playback in a wide range of commercial
applications including retail, restaurant and hospitality agencies. This 40-watt loudspeaker can provide both indoor and outdoor coverage. Horizontal or vertical installation options provide flexibility in the installation. The DS 40SE meets numerous standards for combined music and evacuation systems
around the world when used with additional Bose boxes. FreeSpace DS 40SE surface mounting loudspeaker is designed to be installed on walls and ceilings with a simple 1-2-3 installation: (1) wires and Bracket (2) Secure loudspeaker bracket with one screw (3) Snap wire connector in the bracket. The
included bracket allows for horizontal or vertical editing positions with any step step yaw adjustments. The DS 40SE speaker can be used as an 8-ohm, 40-watt loudspeaker or as a 70/100V loudspeaker. The easy-to-access wheel of the thumb allows you to quickly and easily install cranes without the use
of tools. The performance of the FreeSpace DS 40SE loud speaker can be as much as possible by using the recommended Bose loudspeaker to call residents in some Bose electronics, or using other equipment with parametric mapping. The loudspeaker can be used out of the box with a 70-hz high-aisle
filter when the recommended loudspeaker call is not used. The DS 40SE loudspeaker is acoustically compatible with the DS 40F flash-mounted speaker. The modern style of the DS 40SE is easily combined with a wide variety of decors. Bose Professional Systems Division FreeSpace DS 40SE ®
Loudspeaker - Maximum SPL 103 dB-SPL (109 dB-SPL Peak) - Full performance from 80 Hz to 16 kHz Driver Voice Reel - Simple Installation 1-2-2-2 Step or scour adjustment options: Horizontal mount: maximum feed 45 or maximum meow 30 Vertical mount: maximum height 30 or maximum scour 45 -
Integrated multi-stage transformer provides easy-to-change crane settings without tools: 70V - 2.5W, 5W, 10 W, 20W, 40W 100V - 5W, 10W, 20W, 40W - can be used as a loudspeaker 8, 40W - can be combined with a FreeSpace DS 40F flash-mounted loudspeaker on the same loudspeaker line - can be
used indoors and outdoors - Modern style; Available in black or white and can be painted in the ANSI/UL 1480-2005 FreeSpace DS 40SE applications, the loudspeaker is well suited for permanent installations in: B o s e. c o m 8 8
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